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in greenman v. yuba power products, inc., supra, the supreme court quoted with approval the following passage from the opinion of the appellate court of illinois in carpenter v. hamilton, 323 ill.app. 176, 55 n.e.2d 1, 4 (1944): the palmer court concluded the rule of res ipsa loquitur applied even when the plaintiff's cause of action was
based on an express warranty because of the manufacturer's undertaking to give advice or instructions concerning the instrumentality. in the instant case, harper included warning stickers in the instruction manual, and it is undisputed that the instruction manual was in plaintiff's possession after the engine was sold. the majority

therefore concludes that the trial court should not have permitted the jury to infer that the instrumentality was in ford's exclusive control because the instruction manual was in the vehicle when the vehicle was sold and because harper provided instructions and warnings on the radio code. the majority of the court concludes that the
trial court should have granted summary judgment because the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur did not apply. i disagree. or, during the mid-1930s, fmc could use automobiles as props to promote the flint river valley and mississippi river valleys. one of the many advantages to using motor vehicles as promotional props was the ability to

show all the different attributes of a particular make and model. an editorial in the february 24, 1936, edition of the standard, a publication that promoted the soft drink seagram's crown royal whiskey, wrote about fmc's use of automobiles to promote the region.so in the flat country of the broad mississippi and flannelized lands of the
flint river valley, the new crown royal [wagon], built on the new ford model 75 looked impressive and friendly. its graceful lines fit well into the hard, dry, hilly country, and one could tell at a glance that it was an experienced driver's car.an article in automotive engineering (may 1935) tells us that the armstrong-white tractor is now a
part of the larger fmc organization and that fmc has purchased more than six thousand ford tractors. ford also has a touring company that is doing a great deal to bring the tractor into people's homes.. the swing of the flint valley's future lies with the ford automobile, as the army and navy needs between nine and ten millions of it to

transport its equipment. it seems likely that the great agricultural states of the west will be hit hard by the aviation shortage, and may need even more than ten millions of automobiles.
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